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”Being  able  to  walk  through the  stor y  of  our  holdings 

in  detai l  brought  the  nuances  of  our  process  to  l i fe 

and al lowed us  to  prov ide  more  depth than we had 

in  the  past”  -  Sarah Westwood,  Par tner  & Port fol io 

Manager  at  Eastern Shore



"I  don’t  want  to  manage  inf rastructure .  I  want 

to  work direc t ly  on things  that  deliver  value ." 

-  David Li ,  CTO Washington Univers ity  Investment 

Management  C ompany

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A research management system (RMS) may have been a ‘nice-to-have’ once, but it is 
increasingly seen as an essential component in daily operations. 

A host of external factors from growing compliance obligations and fee pressures, to greater 
demand for operational excellence, uncertain macro conditions and rising competition - all 
point to new market dynamics that necessitate more accountability and productivity from the 
investment research process.

When we began researching the first edition of this vendor-neutral market guide in 2017, 
we focused on core RMS functions of enhanced front-office productivity (an accessible 
centralized content repository) and compliant record-keeping (complete audit-trails and 
user adoption) for fund managers. 

Today, a new imperative for research management solutions has emerged right across the 
industry. From GPs/ Alternatives to LPs, Allocators, and Traditional Asset Managers, investors 
of all sizes and strategies are seeking new ways to extract more accountability, productivity, 
and performance from their investment research operations and rising volumes of data. 

In the last three years demand for open architectures, a rising emphasis on mobility and 
access controls, the continued professionalization of workflows and processes, as well as an 
increase in the use of alternative data, has strengthened the position of RMS at the center of 
investment processes. 

Formally or informally, your research is already governed by some form of RMS. Maybe you 
built it, or bought it, inherited it, or happened upon it through trial and error. It’s time to 
determine its strategic value. Is it the complete, agile and compliant environment you need to 
support the most successful research process possible? Does it deliver the right combination 
of knowledge, process and data management to provide a competitive edge? This is where our 
guide will be of use. 

Managers are no longer questioning whether they need a RMS. The critical decision is about 
which RMS approach is best for your needs.
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“Analysts  were  sav ing  t ime 

r ight  across  the  research 

process  –  captur ing,  creating 

and analyzing  information"  - 

CTO,  $3Bn Long/Shor t  Equity 

Fund
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M a k e  n o  m i s t a k e ,  n o  a m o u n t  o f  “ m y  w a y  o r  t h e 
h i g h w a y ”  h a r d b a l l  w i t h  r e s e a r c h  a n a l y s t s  -

- is going to make them employ a new 
tool or process unless they like using
it, and it adds value to their individual 
workflow. It needs to be logical, 
responsive, mobile and easy to learn. It 
needs to be flexible to the way they like 
working. 

Early pioneers of RMS recognized 
one fact above all others that remains 
critical to this day: the RMS should 
be the authoritative system-of-record. 
Applying this principle – a single 
digital record of all your research 
assets and activity - is vitally important 
in demonstrating the due care taken 
to support your fiduciary duties. And 
for all other compliance requirements 
stipulated by the SEC and other global

Most importantly, the RMS (and the 
intelligence residing within it) needs 
to be easily accessible to all involved in 
undertaking, managing, and auditing 
the research process – wherever they 
are, and whatever they are doing.

regulatory authorities too for that 
matter, from Books & Records and 
Compliance Procedures to Regulatory 
S-P, GDPR, MiFID II and much more.
[RIAs can refer to the comprehensive 
compliance guide included separately 
in this kit for the full mix of regulatory 
requirements of RIA research 
practices.]

The quality of research, the speed 
and accuracy of being able to locate 
and develop ideas, the efficiency of 
conducting research and diligence so 
as to enable more opportunities to be 
generated, progressed and brought to
fruition – all of these possibilities 
and more should drive research 
management processes on a path 
of continual improvement. Start by 

considering the challenges in managing 
investment research that any successful 
RMS needs to overcome. These can be 
grouped as follows:

CHALLENGES OF 
MANAGING INVESTMENT 
MANAGEMENT

User Experience & Accessibility

Compliance & Reporting
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The amount of sensitive data and the value of 
Intellectual Property (IP) all make this industry 
an obvious target for cybercriminal activity. The 
regulators have cottoned on to this fact too, and 
have tasked investors with creating a strategy 
to prevent, detect and respond to cybersecurity 
threats, and proactively monitor it and produce 
evidence on its effectiveness.

The system-of-record principle is also the basis 
for delivering this, and securing the fund and its 
records from the threat of data loss, exploitation 
and malicious attack.

Some elements of RMS security should be a given: 
two-factor authentication and encrypted information 
during transit and at rest, but flexibility and mobility 
can attract additional security risks so the RMS 
approach also needs to be capable of achieving these 
capabilities in a secure fashion.

With rising cybercriminal activity coupled 
with greater transparency demands and stricter 
enforcement on the horizon, it’s more important than 
ever to be confident that your choice of RMS doesn’t 
become a compliance or security weakness.

You can’t manage what you can’t measure, and the truth is that gaining any insight into the 
research process can often be painful and time-consuming. This doesn’t just impact risk 
management, but a missed opportunity to provide the team and fund with intelligence upon 
which to drive greater improvement in its processes and ultimately, investment decisions.

A good objective is to be no more than a few seconds away from any research-related 
question you – or an external auditor – might care to ask.

A good RMS should be able to provide dashboards that can be used for everything 
from compliance management, research project and task status, to document update 
requirements, personal performance appraisals and monitoring of fund objectives against 
patterns of activity.

A major problem with investment research data is how it gets categorized, named and 
stored into increasingly large and complex file directory structures. The inevitable 
descent into chaos typically leads to a draconian resolution in the form of intricate 
naming conventions and file trees that analysts struggle to adhere to.

Investment professionals work the way they want to, and – to a certain extent - the 
RMS needs to cope with that. The RMS should be able to facilitate the integration of 
their working practices, along with other fund systems and preferred third-party data, 
within a collaborative team environment, avoiding duplication of work and making 
the research process smoother, and audit spot-tests or diligence-checks simple and 
painless.

Cybersecurity

Integration of Data, Systems & 
Workflow

Visibility & Monitoring
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In the early days, if you wished to store, analyze and report on the 
research data generated by its different analysts within a common 
management system, it commandeered a shared drive on the internal 
corporate network and established some form of directory structure. 
When this became too complex, inefficient or risky, some investors bit 
the bullet by opting to painstakingly, gradually, and rather expensively 
develop their own bespoke software over time.

Then, around 15 years ago, several software vendors entered the market 
to create the first commercially available Research Management 
Systems (the term RMS was first coined around 2004-5) by applying 
methods of knowledge and document management already developed 
for other industries.

The overwhelming impetus for these bespoke and off-the-shelf 
applications, and their ability to store and record research assets for 
pre-trade recommendations, was to meet compliance requirements and 
establish a consolidated system-of-record. Ease of use, and sensitivity 
to the research practices of analysts themselves, took a back seat to 
the generic software development priorities of document management 
and data governance.

Owing to their cost and size, both application approaches remained 
beyond the reach of all but the largest institutions during this period. 
Both were slow to react to changing market conditions and external 
tech innovations. As a result, many implementations were unpopular, 
and ultimately unsuccessful.

THE 
EVOLUTION 
OF RMS

The first research management systems are created,
but limitations soon emerge

STAGE 1
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The need for a formalized research management 
approach has never been greater. Today, the bar is 
significantly higher for legacy RMS vendors and new 
entrants alike to address the multiple, often conflicting, 
requirements of funds, regulatory bodies and the best 
research analyst talent.

Responding to the operational risks surrounding 
informal tools and hacks, specifically what happens 
when individual analysts leave their jobs and take 
their research IP with them, funds are realizing the 
opportunity to better institutionalize knowledge. 

New approaches are significantly more likely to be 
software-led, user-driven, highly configurable and fully 
integrated with funds’ unique data workflows. The best 
examples of Modern RMS have compliance capabilities 
built-in and consider end-to-end investment workflows. 
Their scalable design, open interoperability and cost-
competitive pricing models also make them more 
accessible to funds of all sizes.

All this has served to put research management under 
the spotlight, compelling funds to reconsider this critical 
function as a way to demonstrate operational excellence 
and an opportunity for performance improvement and 
competitive advantage.

Despite ‘formal’ approaches to RMS having been around 
for over a decade, there has never been a point where mass 
market adoption has really taken off. A 2020 buy-side survey 
by Coalition Greenwich found that 35% of managers still had 
no formal RMS tools in place at all. That raises the question, 
“What are they using?”

From the very earliest of their breed, every research 
analyst has had their own preferred ways of working. The 
arrival of consumer-based technology tools for storage 
and collaboration effectively strangled the traditionally 
understood concept of RMS in its crib. They equipped 
analysts with a cornucopia of informal workarounds and 
‘hacks’ to optimize performance in their individual roles.

The consumerization of enterprise IT overtook many 
traditional applications, but RMS was a particularly 
vulnerable victim. Analysts value responsiveness, smooth 
functionality and familiar, easy-to-use interfaces. They value 
mobility and flexibility. And where traditional RMS fell short, 
they found it in consumer-led software. They found ways of 
‘hacking’ lightweight integrations between office apps (like 
Outlook, Word, Excel), shared file drives (like Google Drive, 
Dropbox – or a drive on the company network) and note-
taking programs (like Evernote and OneNote). The ends 
justified the means, especially for analysts at smaller funds 
where established RMS approaches were always beyond 
reach anyway.

The significant downside of all this was an immediate decline 
in research visibility, accountability, data security and 
compliance. Instead of being widely visible and fluid, data 
and workflows retrenched back into silos. Funds benefited 
from a great leap forward in research infrastructure, but 
in so doing had – in effect – taken a step back in terms of 
corporate governance.

Modern approaches to RMS arrive 
to address fund objectives and user 
demands, in a compliant way

Formal RMS approaches never fully catch 
on, and informal tools and processes 
start filling the void

STAGE 3

STAGE 2
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The oldest and arguably most noble of approaches to 
RMS. Investors  that embark on the bespoke path com-
mit themselves to building, instead of buying, their way 
to a solution that serves their unique needs at the time. 
This approach is the preserve of those funds with the 
time, internal IT resource and budget required to pull 
off major software and infrastructure projects.

Although commercial offerings within this category 
never quite reached mass-market adoption, a sizeable 
cohort of large firms implemented these solutions, and 
a significant proportion of experienced investment 
professionals will be familiar with a traditional RMS. 
Although many got on with these solutions in the early 
days, few have good things to say about the user inter-

The scale of required resources is not to be underesti-
mated; often at least two full-time people working for 
as much as two years consuming a total technology 
budget in excess of $1m. The benefits of getting it right 
are balanced by the risks of getting it wrong.

-faces and mobile integration today, which can be lack-
ing and considered comparably clunky and rigid by 
modern standards. Compliance officers are more likely 
to favor keeping hold of these traditional RMS assets, 
as each has been developed from a fund control and 
compliance perspective, rather than for usability. The 
traditional RMS is rarely found in newer funds.

THE FOUR 
SPECIES 
OF RMS 
TODAY
The evolution of RMS over the last 10-15 years provides Investment 
Managers and CTOs with a wide choice of options when considering how 
best to support their research management processes. These are:

BESPOKE IT

BESPOKE IT

TRADITIONAL RMS

TRADITIONAL 
RMS

CONSUMER 
TECH HACKS MODERN RMS
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In many respects the complete opposite of traditional RMS. 
This amorphous family of tricks and tools – from Evernote/
OneNote to Dropbox/Box and everything in between - has 
bubbled up from the preferences and expediencies of research 
analysts, and has been facilitated rather than mandated (or to 
put it another way: permitted rather than sanctioned) by the 
executive leadership at funds. You have to admire the ingenu-
ity of analysts ‘hacking’ new processes and data integrations 
from the corporate IT tools they’d been given with new tools 
accessible from the public cloud.

Attempting to accomplish the best of all worlds, this cate-
gory is the newest and fastest growing, and has established 
a foothold in the market. By combining the compliant, sys-
tem-of-record orientated approach of traditional RMS, with 
the configurability of bespoke approaches and the usable, 
automated, web-scale characteristics of consumer technology
hacks, the focus is on modern RMS to see if it can live up to its 
promise. Even if it can, remaining adoption barriers include 
the inertia of some funds to transition away from their exist-
ing RMS set-ups, and a disregard from others for the role that 
a fit-for-purpose RMS can play in boosting fund performance 
and assuring compliance.

These approaches are borne of frustration. What they lack 
in watertight compliance, they make up for in usability and 
agility. And you can forget about the time-lags of setting up
infrastructure or spending more than a few dollars on soft-
ware licenses – it’s ready to go and practically free. Some funds 
are frightened off by the barefaced lack of control, visibility
and accountability, while others – worryingly – don’t even 
know that their research analysts use such informal ap-
proaches to conduct ‘RMS’ activities; a phenomenon known 
as ‘Shadow IT’ or ‘Shadow Data’.

In acknowledgment of the pent-up demand for Modern RMS 
solutions, some market data providers have begun backing 
into the space with what analysts in the industry describe as
‘RMS-lite’ products. These stripped-down solutions exhib-
it some of the analytics and user interface characteristics of 
Modern RMS, but lack the productivity features, workflow 
automation and compliance support that research IP de-
mands. In some cases, they even fuel the misconception that 
an RMS is essentially little more than a note-taking applica-
tion or “add-on”. Care should be taken to understand the dis-
tinction between these approaches within the Modern RMS 
category of products, particularly with regard to the effect 
this has upon compliance and security posture, and process 
management.

CONSUMER TECH HACKS

MODERN RMS

“We actual ly  made 

changes  to  the  process 

by  going  into  the  cloud 

purely  because

the  enter pr i se  equipment 

was  get t ing  old .”

CTO -  Asset  Manager
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Very High - Compliance / Flexibility / Visibility

High - Data Security / Ease of Config. 

/ Productivity / Mobile / Integrations / 

Interoperability / Modern API

Moderate - Cost 

Low - Management Overhead

Very Low - N/A

Very High - Mobility

High - Productivity / Modern API

Moderate - Ease of Config. / Flexibility 

Low - Data Security / Integrations / Interoperability 

/ Visibility / Management Overhead

Very Low - Cost

MODERN RMS CONSUMER TECH

EVALUATING STRENGTHS
& WEAKNESSES

S c o r i n g  a t t r i b u t e s  f o r  t h e  f o u r  m a i n 
s p e c i e s  o f  R M S

B E S P O K E  I T

M O D E R N  R M S

T R A D I T I O N A L
R M S

C O N S U M E R
T E C H

The color of the bar represents the percentage of the score within 
the rank threshold. 

Very High - High - Moderate - Low - Very Low

Very Expensive

Expensive
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Very High - Visibility

High - Compliance / Data Security / Integrations / 

Cost

Moderate - Ease of Config. / Flexibility / Productivity 

/ Interoperability / Management Overhead 

Low - Mobility / Modern API

Very Low - N/A

Very High - Visibility / Management Overhead / 
Cost / Ease of Config.

High - Compliance / Data Security / Interoperability 

/ Modern API

Moderate - Productivity / Mobility / Integrations

Low - Flexibility

Very Low - N/A

Very Cheap

Moderately Priced

TRADITIONAL RMS BESPOKE IT

Deployment  t ime var ies  between 

the  spec ies ,  and even more  so 

between indiv idual  prov iders .  Here 

are  the  best  t ime-f rame est imates 

for  each segment  -
BESPOKE IT /  12-18mo. 

TR ADITIONAL RMS /  9-12mo.

C ONSUMER TECH /  <1w k. 

MODERN RMS /  2-6w k.
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HOW TO EVALUATE 
RMS OPTIONS
I n t e r n a l  R e s o u r c e s

How are your internal resources geared up 
to implement and manage an effective RMS? 
Large funds and Institutional Investors will 
tend to have the deepest pockets and biggest 
in-house development resources, enabling 
them to assess the full range of RMS 
options, including Build-your-own. The 
lack of organizational scale at mid-sized and 
startup investment ops makes the bespoke 
IT route significantly more difficult.

Further questions to consider:

• Should having large internal resources 
automatically predispose your fund 
to pursue RMS approaches that 
necessitate them?

• Are internal resources currently 
overstretched, or is there available 
capacity?

• Could a different approach to RMS 
present opportunities to streamline 
internal overheads and remove cost 
and complexity?

Take each RMS approach in turn to consider 
the relative pros and cons.
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1. Development requires a large IT team with significant 
internal skills, staff and infrastructure.

2. Planning, building, testing and implementing can 
take well over 18 months in some cases.

3. These painstaking activities facilitate the ‘baking-in’ of 
highly compliant and secure processes that precisely 
meet the fund’s needs and satisfy current analyst user 
preferences at that point in time.

4. Upgrades and updates are typically time-consuming 
and resource-intensive.

5. Major ongoing management, maintenance and 
development is essential to keep pace with technology 
developments, opportunities and new compliance 
requirements.

1. Little if any internal resources are required to develop 
or implement these technologies, making it ideal for 
very small funds that want to move fast.

2. The user-friendly and highly intuitive interfaces of 
these tools means they are rapidly adopted.

3. Any problems with adoption can be rapidly and cost-
effectively executed by replacing with other similar 
tools according to individual preference.

4. Lack of integration with other industry-specific 
tools and workflows, lack of compliance governance 
and exposure to cybersecurity risk are all significant 
drawbacks to this approach that necessitate significant 
investments in internal resources to put right.

5. Where upgrades and updates exist they reflect 
consumer trends only, rather than corporate enterprise 
imperatives (let alone investment management 
requirements). There are seldom any SLAs, especially 
for ‘free’ tools; many of which can be withdrawn from 
the market or left unsupported without notice.

1. Systems are pre-built and mature, so little – if any – 
initial internal development resources are required.

2. However, customization and integration of traditional 
RMS can take a long time – around 12 months – to 
get right, and professional services often come at 
additional cost.

3. Although improving, Traditional RMS typically 
remains feature-limited for key industry workflows, 
collaboration and mobile needs – so if you need these 
you may have to develop and integrate them yourself.

4. Analysts are typically reticent to have traditional 
RMS imposed upon them, owing to its rigidity and 
disruption to preferred working practices. Adoption 
can require heavy, ongoing project management and 
new procedures for IT governance and compliance.

5. Upgrades and updates are typically rare and sporadic 
in nature (usually every 9 – 12months) and can be 
frustrating and often, disruptive.

1. Like traditional RMS, modern RMS components 
are pre-built and relatively mature, so no initial 
development resources are required.

2. Similarly, customization and integration will need 
to be undertaken to suit the specific needs of the 
fund, its research processes and the people who use 
it. However, these processes are significantly simpler 
and faster with many modern RMS – with highly 
configured implementations typically achieved in less 
than one month.

3. Ease of use is akin to familiar consumer technology 
applications, typically leading to rapid and successful 
user adoption.

4. Compliance safeguards are available ‘out-of-the-
box’ with limited burden upon internal resources for 
tuning or training.

5. Updates and upgrades are typically made as part of a 
continuous process (e.g. two-week cycles, though this 
varies vendor by vendor) meaning minimal disruption 
to the user experience. Modern RMS delivered via 
SaaS means updates are performed centrally rather 
than at each customer site.

When Considering Bespoke IT

When Considering Consumer Tech Hacks

When Considering Traditional RMS

When Considering Modern RMS
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These investment approaches are less concerned than 
others with comprehensive compliance requirements. 
However, the need to establish an accountable, 
transparent system-of-record is still important to support 
management reporting and other vital investment 
research disciplines. Unlike public-market strategies, 
private markets research is generally driven more by 
data about people; who they are, what they do, what they 
communicate and when, etc. 

The optimum RMS needs to be able to capture this 
logically. Additional RMS considerations for this group 
include:

• Being able to suck-in various data sources on an 
intuitive, automated (or, at worse, one-click) basis, 
so that email conversations, web articles and so forth 
are quickly and easily categorized in the system-of-
record.

• The ability to define records for people and 
relationships (i.e. their biographical/contact 
information etc.) and map/tag research against 
those people and relationships against deal flows and 
process.

• The ability to integrate time and event-driven data 
sources such as calendars, events and tasks.

Deep fundamental analysis often drive these investment 
strategies, and this is a highly intensive process that 
requires analysts to be as productive and efficient as 
possible. There is often a direct relationship between 
the speed of idea generation and positive outcomes for 
the fund. The optimum RMS will therefore be one that 
analysts readily adopt because it supports their workflow.

Most often, an investment user team requiring 
collaboration and ease of access, with as high value placed 
on compliance, given SEC oversight. Some primary RMS 
considerations for this group of strategies include:

• The ability to support workflow integration with 
spreadsheet-based data models, including tight 
version control to avoid inaccuracy and duplication 
of effort.

• The ability to easily correlate any piece of research 
data against a defined stock opportunity, and 
produce comprehensive, standardized reports, 
recommendations and documentation accordingly.

• Supporting flexible integration of market data sources 
into a central system-of-record based approach.

Private Markets

Public Markets 
GPs / Alternatives

GPs / Alternatives

IN
V

ES
T

M
EN

T 
ST

R
A

T
EG

Y
How should the strategy of your fund affect 
your choice of RMS? In reality, this question 
is never the deciding factor, but does play 
an important role in the overall decision-
making process.

Different fund types and strategies 
require different attributes from research 
management systems. A Pension fund, for 
example, will evaluate its RMS requirements
differently from a University Endowment, 
who will in turn prioritize different attributes
than a Multi-Strategy fund or a VC, or a 
long-short equity fund.

Further questions to consider:

• Have you identified the relationship between 
research management best practice and the 
objectives/investment strategy of your fund?

• Is your fund exploiting the maximum 
value from its front-office investment 
professionals and operations team/s, both 
by equipping them for productivity and in 
facilitating more effective collaboration/ 
data access?

• Does your current RMS approach support 
the complexity of your research data or 
process, or treat it all at the same file 
level? Does this limit the effectiveness of 
reporting measures, and/or the value of 
your intellectual property?

Take each RMS approach in turn to consider the 
relative pros and cons.
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This investment approach requires granular knowledge management 
capabilities, owing to the diversity and scale of research required to drive 
them. One of the key requirements here is a consistency of data format and 
ability to effectively collaborate/communicate across disparate teams. Other 
RMS considerations for this strategy include:

• Having a central system-of-record capable of quickly and easily exposing 
relevant insights with pinpoint accuracy to whoever needs it, when they 
need it – including compliance auditors.

• The ability to virtually ‘split’ the fund’s underlying research into multiple 
groups, making it easy to segment large swathes of data for sharing 
within a specific cohort.

A knowledge-intensive allocation process requires a repeatable and well-
defined approach to manager due diligence, selection and continued 
oversight. Driven by deep manager diligence and fundamental/asset class 
research, these funds are process-oriented across quantitative and qualitative 
factors. The optimum RMS will enable them to stay on top of high volumes 
of data, document and research, at varying points in their process. RMS 
considerations for this group, include:

• The ability to capture information related to different relationships and 
points of connectivity across their universe: GP Fund Managers, funds, 
strategies, other LPs, and individuals, quickly and easily.

• Sophisticated process controls and pipeline management to automate – 
and report on - diligence checks and structured workflows.

• The ability to automate the ingestion, processing and organization of 
recurring partner reporting documents.

• Interoperability with other systems (such as a PMS) to link standardized 
inputs - both quantitative and qualitative - for proactive monitoring and 
diligence.

Multi-Strategy

Endowments, Foundations, Family Offices, SWF, etc.

GPs / Alternatives

LPs / Allocators
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Tied to consistent performance objectives, these strategies need the means 
to continuously measure, monitor and, whenever necessary, modify 
investments and performance goals in the light of changing liabilities and 
market conditions. Asset Management firms combine workflow elements of 
both GP/Alternatives and LP/Allocators at a larger operational scale and with 
greater organizational complexity.

As with alternative investment firms, deep analysis of direct investments 
and the associated productivity / collaboration challenges often characterize 
traditional asset management workflows. As with allocators, the associated 
pain points for streamlining and tracking research and investment operations, 
normalizing data across systems and optimizing diligence processes are key
elements to be addressed by Research Management Systems (RMS). 
Additional RMS considerations may include:

• Having a single system of record organized across multiple dimensions, 
capable of managing (and to some extent automating) complex data 
types and volumes.

• Ability to configure and add structure to sophisticated investment 
processes; making it easy to produce and review investment 
recommendations, evaluation and documentation.

• High-levels of reporting with a consolidated view of data to help stay 
informed on various performance and activity metrics, across teams, 
timescales, and investment stages.

• Ability to integrate into a complex and sophisticated tech stack, with 
high-end enterprise requirements for access controls, IT administration 
and system interoperability.

Traditional AUM 
Asset Management
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IT CONSUMPTION 
MODEL
The delivery and management of your chosen RMS solution 
will have important implications for your internal resources, 
governance oversight and IT strategy. Choosing wisely from the 
multitude of available IT consumption models is therefore a prime 
opportunity to ensure your objectives are fully realized.

The most significant trend in IT since the turn of the century 
has been the emergence of cloud computing. Almost all funds 
now derive at least one cloud IT or SaaS service, be it something 
specialized like data backup, CRM or cybersecurity protection, 
or something more rudimentary like MS Office 365 or cloud 
telephony. However, a surprising number have continued to mix 
this with on-premise IT for their other applications and services. 

As a strategy, On-premise IT is becoming a less viable consumption 
model for RMS and other services alike, traditionally kept as an 
option by vendors for funds that are highly sensitive about the 
physical location of IT assets. However, it comes with its own 
responsibilities for application delivery and management. Funds 
that wish to maintain a streamlined IT function will be less inclined 
to pursue this approach than those with a large IT development 
and support organization.

In 2020, however, those organizations have felt the spotlight shine 
on any outdated approaches to on-premise IT. During the global 
pandemic, cloud infrastructure and mobile-first strategies have 
been critical enablers to business continuity and resilience for 
many. Those that may have been reluctant to shift to the cloud prior 
to today, have started to accelerate efforts to remove impediments 
of on-premise IT across their estates and shift to SaaS models to 
meet not only changing needs for the longer term.

A private cloud-based SaaS solution will allow your users 
(and managers) to access the RMS from anywhere, anytime. 
Additionally, the RMS vendor manages the burden of securing and
maintaining the hardware, software, and application. SaaS is 
consumed and paid-for on an ongoing basis, rather than as a 
capital investment.

The other option of note is outsourcing, using managed service 
providers (MSPs) to host your on-premise instances within their 
facilities. Many funds already derive IT services from MSPs,
exploiting the middle-ground between doing it all in-house and 
deriving an IT capability as-a-service direct from the technology 
vendor. Commercial models differ, but MSPs are often able to 
spread the cost of technology into an OPEX model rather than 
CAPEX. There are currently no MSPs known to offer an RMS 
solution on an OPEX basis, but this may change in the future.

The other major IT consumption model is, of course, public cloud. 
This is how individuals and organizations consume IT services 
such as Google Drive, Dropbox and Evernote. It is not considered 
‘enterprise-grade’ for security, compliance and application 
assurance purposes.
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W h a t  i s  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e ,  a n d  w h y  d o e s  i t  m a t t e r ?

ALL-IN-ONE VS.
BEST OF BREED

A similar debate over the last 15 years to on-premise vs. 
cloud is the best-of-breed vs. all-in-one approach. Even as 
you compile a shortlist of four to five initial RMS vendors for 
evaluation, it is likely you will need to address this question 
in some form along the way.

So, what is the difference between an all-in-one or “one-stop-
shop” provider and “best-of-breed” software suppliers, and 
why does it matter?

An all in one provider offers multiple applications under 
one roof and, historically, trades-off core competency and 
functionality in any given product category for the promise 

of interoperability or cost-effectiveness across many. In 
contrast "best-of-breed" vendors focus solely on delivering 
only the most advanced solution for a specific requirement.

Buyers are often well-versed in assessing core features and 
functionality, cost implications and even the pros and cons 
of vendor concentration risk vs. vendor bloat and complexity 
in this solution provider landscape. However, there are 
a number of other areas that should not be considered 
inconsequential to your evaluation.
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Although some one-stop-shop vendors may claim each of 
their connected application/s is a superior solution, it is well 
understood that all individual modules are rarely best-of-
breed.

In contrast, a best-of-breed software company solely builds 
and supports an application or product within its core area 
of expertise. This level of focused attention tends to result 
in software solutions that are fine-tuned, continually, to suit 
exact business needs.

However, it is also important to evaluate the value you place 
on a vendor’s specialization beyond their feature offerings.

While having a single provider across many applications 
could mean a more straightforward support resolution in 
theory, support teams for large, multi-solution organizations, 
commonly do not have the in-depth knowledge about the 
specific module of your solution, or specialist workflows 
or configurations, as you’d find with best-of-breed 
organizations. Be sure to extend your diligence on product 
category expertise for your ongoing service and support 
requirements too - which should be weighed up against the 
impact on user experience, accessibility and compliance.

" R M S  i s  n o  l o n g e r  a n 
o p t i o n ,  b u t  a  s o u r c e  o f
c o m p e t i t i v e  a d v a n t a g e 
f o r  c a p i t a l  m a r k e t s
p a r t i c i p a n t s  i n  t h e  N e w 
N o r m a l . " 

-  D a n ny  D o n a d o 
C E O  B i p s y n c

The Value of Functionality and Specialization

How Easy is Integration, Really?

This question obviously applies to best-of-breed solutions, 
where the different parts of your technology stack are 
actually designed and produced by different companies. 
In the past, maintaining multiple best-of-breed systems 
provided little cross connectivity and required significant in-
house maintenance and integration expertise and resources.
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However, the rise of modern open architectures and API-led platforms 
has changed this narrative. Integration between certain best-of-breed 
RMS and other best-of-breed systems in the fund technology stack is 
now fast, cost-effective and often preferred.

For many funds, this has fast become a core part of the evaluation and 
diligence process with best-of-breed vendors.

This question of integration, however, can also apply to multi-
solution vendors where acquisition strategies can be common. There 
are a number of RMS solutions that could fall under this category, 
where larger technology providers have acquired previously best-of-
breed solutions to fill functionality gaps. When assessing any solution 
provider’s RMS offering – it is equally important to fully evaluate 
interoperability, integration and flexibility along with functionality.

A Focus on Releases, Responsiveness, and R&D

Whether it’s time-taken to fix bugs, how often feature updates are 
released, or responsiveness to client functionality requests – a best-
of-breed provider will point all its product and engineering resources 
toward this.

For obvious reasons, the opposite is usually true for large, one-
stop shop organizations offering RMS. Here, the RMS is one string 
to a much broader bow, in an even larger orchestra. It’s one of the 
reasons, upgrades and updates to RMS from larger multi-solution 
organizations are typically slower and sporadic in nature. Typically 
updates are released usually every 6 – 9 months.

When you’re evaluating vendors, especially for the front-office 
such as RMS, be sure to run diligence into its focus on continuous 
innovation and R&D efforts into the specific product category to get 
the full picture.

Whether you should choose a best of breed solution, designed 
purposefully to address a specific business need, or an all-in-one 
“one-stop-shop” approach for multiple products, is not a new debate, 
or one that is unique to the investment management world.

However, there is increasing demand in the last two years for an 
ecosystem of complementary providers that can integrate disparate 
tools and technologies across their investment life-cycle.

As these options increase, interoperability considerations are playing 
a larger part in RMS evaluations, and with the rise of integration-
agnostic platforms, open and comprehensive API
documentation is becoming a core competency of many providers.
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Spending so long implementing and tuning your RMS that you cannot keep pace with 
evolving demands and opportunities.

Choosing a partial, quick-fix, RMS-lite solution, instead of a ground-up approach that 
meets the evolving needs of your investment strategy and compliance obligations.

Failing to enshrine the principle that the RMS should act as the authoritative system-of-
record for your fund research.

Paying excessive professional services costs related to RMS integration and ongoing
configuration requirements.

Constricting research analysts by imposing a rigid RMS methodology rather than a 
framework that can accommodate and enhance their workflows.

Lack of balance between compliance on the one hand, and usability on the other – causing
you to choose one over the other when selecting your RMS.

Overlooking the importance of mobile access and intuitive collaboration in your RMS
solution as catalysts for better fund outcomes.

Signing up to periodic software upgrades that force users to repeatedly reacquaint
themselves with the RMS, and adjust their working practices accordingly.

Investing faith in analysts to find robust, compliant, accountable and secure RMS solutions when 
you give them carte blanche to ‘hack’ the most productive approach to managing research data using 
consumer technologies.

Paying excessive professional services costs related to RMS integration and ongoing
configuration requirements.

Whether you choose to evolve your current approach 
or not, keep your eyes open to the ten most common 
pitfalls associated with RMS.

10 RMS PITFALLS TO 
AVOID
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As demand for responsible investments continues to grow, 
asset managers and asset owners increasingly seek to include 
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) criteria in investment 
processes, and incorporate sustainability into day-to-day decisions 
and reporting. 

As David Easthope writes in Coalition Greenwich's Research 
Management Systems: Powering Productivity for Modern 
Investment Management, "Data acquisition, tracking and validation 
are using the most internal resources in response to the increase in 
the acquisition of alternative data. Today, most investment managers 
are not satisfied with how well alternative data is incorporated into 
their research management process." 

What may have been a nice to have before, is now becoming a 
necessity. Investment professionals who do not currently have the 
appropriate technologies in place to handle the influx of unstructured 
data, are scrambling to tape together ad-hoc tools just to get by.

When deciding on what type of Research Management System to 
invest in, it might be worth taking a moment to project your teams 
use of alternative data, and how well each potential platform can 
handle the unstructured information. Investment professionals 
looking to be proactive, rather than reactive, must prioritize systems 
that have the ability to customize and tailor dashboards and APIs to 
process all of this new data. 

Older legacy systems built on all-in-one scaffolding tend to be 
closed off to certain subsets of data. If your research involves more 
boutique data firms, it might be in your best interest to try out a best-
of-breed solution, which will enable you to connect with whichever 
data providers meet your demands. 

On the following page we've put together a visualization to help 
determine the stage of your operations ESG tech viability. Answering 
the questions posted can help position your team to ask the right 
questions when sending RFPs to RMS providers.

W i t h  m a i n - s t r e e t  c l a m o r i n g  f o r  t r a n s p a r e n c y  a n d  a n  a p p e t i t e 
f o r  b e t t e r  r e t u r n s ,  t h e  n e e d  f o r  a l t e r n a t i v e  d a t a  a n d  s y s t e m s 
t h a t  c a n  h a n d l e  c o m p l e x ,  n o v e l ,  i n f o r m a t i o n  i s  r i s i n g .

ESG & Increasing 
Complexity
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Common ESG Tech-Enablement Factors

• Data aggregation, normalization, storage

• Process & workflow modeling + controls

• Sharing, contextualization, reporting/

insights

Quadrants I & II

• What are we trying to achieve with ESG?

• How will we incorporate ESG into our investment 

process conceptually, and tactically?

Quadrant III

• How can we improve, streamline, and automate our 

well-established ESG processes with technology?

Quadrant IV

• How can we orchestrate and contextualize ESG 

information to maximize utility across our 

organization?

Common ESG Process Maturity Factors

• Organization strategy, objectives

• Process definition / standardization

• External vs internal inputs

• Targeting vs disqualifying mechanism

• Hard scoring vs informational overlay

• Deliverables 
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Which quadrant 
are  you in?
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We couldn’t update this RMS Buyers Guide in 2022 without taking the 
impact of the global pandemic into account. We’ve all altered workplace 
protocols, bolstered and tested business continuity plans and shifted to 
hybrid working to ensure the safety of employees and continuation of 
services to customers.

Across all of this, the pros and cons of our increased reliance on 
technology have been amplified. Not least, the rapidly shifting 
government protocols and guidelines – in conjunction with 
extraordinary volumes and volatility across global markets – has raised 
questions about our industry’s digital preparedness.

The dangers of relying on outdated systems have become all too real for 
some, while others point to their ability to leverage cloud infrastructure 
and collaborative digital processes as a critical part of their resilience.

For most, the industry has successfully adapted to support the 
immediate shift to a distributed environment and, perhaps even more 
positively, one with a firm focus on future-proofing technology for the 
long term.

THROUGH THE 
LENS OF OUR 
CHANGING 
WORLD
C o v i d  a n d  D i g i t a l  P r e p a r e d n e s s

In a poll from Celent - a leading financial services research and 
advisory firm - across it's member-base earlier this year, more 
than half of firms polled said that Covid-19 has changed their 
future plans when it comes to SaaS and cloud. The majority said 
they will actively alter their stance toward the cloud and look to 
increase usage.

In the same report, Celent warns of the sustainability of stop-gap 
solutions; immediate technology measures put in place will need 
to be re-evaluated, and technology strategies adapted. Indeed, 
one fifth of financial firms recognized they will need to make 
further changes to their technology infrastructure.

As the situation continues to evolve, many are looking for ways 
to foster workforce collaboration and have prepared for remote 
work arrangements to extend in various forms. It is therefore 
equally as important to look not just at infrastructure, but to 
the technology challenges impacting people, processes and 
productivity for the long term.

To that end, the top three challenges firms cited in this poll 
no doubt chime with many of the discussions we've all had, 
and continue to have, with industry peers and players; how to 
find effective solutions for communication, coordination and 
collaboration. As it relates to the front office, these are commonly:

• Sharing information and collaborating across teams
• Pipeline, project, and task management
• Keeping track of content and idea for cross reference

Of course your research technology, systems, and processes, make 
up only one small part of this puzzle, but the need to future-proof 
your investment research-stack should not be far from mind as 
you embark on any front-office technology evaluation.
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CONCLUSION

An effective RMS is accommodating to the point 
of invisibility. An ineffective one is obtrusive and 
meddlesome. Implementation and configuration should 
be rapid, but that’s not all. Using the RMS should be 
frictionless. Nobody should have to think about the RMS 
as they go about their work.

While the value of formal over informal RMS approaches 
is clear, the very fact that lightweight, consumer-driven 
technology hacks have achieved traction says much about 
the compelling advantages of an intuitive user interface 
that accommodates increasingly dynamic and mobile 
working practices of today’s investment professionals.

Investors have the opportunity to reassess the role of a 
formal RMS in their research processes and explore new 
solutions that best satisfy a range of business objectives 
including investment strategy, risk profile, compliance 
posture, cost base, and most efficient use of internal IT 
resources. This will not only provide a robust tool-set 
for facilitating optimum research processes, but also act 
as the platform for future development; a valuable asset 
supporting research improvement long into the future.

T h e  R M S  p l a y s  a n  i m p o r t a n t  r o l e 
i n  f u n d  s u c c e s s ,  a s s u r i n g
t r a n s p a r e n c y  a n d  c o m p l i a n c e  a n d 
d r i v i n g  g r e a t e r  p r o d u c t i v i t y  a n d
a c c u r a c y  i n t o  r e s e a r c h  p r o c e s s e s .
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w w w . b i p s y n c . c o m

Still have questions?

Contact us at info@bipsync.com
and we'll help guide you through 
the process of selecting the best 
RMS for your team.
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